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Abstract

Many discussions of reuse presuppose a context of new development involving reusable
components retrieved from a library. We present an expanded view of reuse that encompasses
a spectrum of software evolution scenarios, including original development and maintenance.
Central to all these reuse scenarios are the activities of software understanding and adaptation.
We discuss the role of domain knowledge in understanding and adaptation, and describe an
approach to their support using an explicit representation of this knowledge.
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1 Introduction

Software reuse has the potential to increase productivity and reduce time to market through savings
in design, code and test effort, as well as to improve quality and reduce risk through the use of proven
components. A common approach to supporting reuse is to organize software components into a
library. The investment in reuse includes acquiring, qualifying, and cataloging suitable components
in this library. The payoff is that developers can search the library to retrieve components for new
systems.

A library-based process is not the only scenario involving reuse. When maintaining an existing
system, that system’s current components are the default foundation for change; this view of main-
tenance as reuse is described in [Basi 90]. Similarly, during incremental development, certain of the
present system components are modified and the others reused “as is” to create the next system
version. Even within library-based reuse, two overhead processes involve reuse: populating a new
reuse library or improving an existing one. Components harvested from existing systems or existing
libraries may be reused in the creation of improved components with maximized reuse potential.
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Figure 1 shows commonalities and differences among four reuse scenarios: system evolution,
library-based reuse, library population, and library improvement. By varying the sources and
destinations of components, these cases are revealed:

• System evolution - Path 1 to 3: either maintenance or incremental development), assuming
source and destination systems (S and T) are the same.

In the case where source and destination systems are different, this is ad hoc reuse from one
system to another.

• Library population - Path 1 to 4: harvesting a component from an existing system to put in
the reuse library

• Library improvement - Path 2 to 4: generalizing or specializing a component already in the
library

• Library-based reuse - Path 2 to 3: retrieval from the library for reuse in some system.

2 Understanding and Adaptation

In each of these scenarios, understanding and adaptation are central to the process, as the figure
suggests. Adaptation is needed when certain design and implementation decisions that were appro-
priate to the original application prove unsuitable for new applications. It involves factoring out
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the inappropriate choices and replacing them; this may in turn affect other choices, and therefore
cause additional adaptations. Understanding the structure and interrelationships between various
entities in a software component is essential to its adaptation and integration in a new application.
It is also important in deciding whether a candidate component is actually suitable in a particular
new application.

Software developers are justifiably wary of the effort involved in, and the difficulties inherent
to, understanding and adapting software. Since these activities are so central to reuse in all its
scenarios, we believe that there is a need for tools that support them directly.

Currently, understanding and adaptation are most frequently carried out using a text editor,
whose operations manipulate character strings. The problem is that character strings are a lowest
common denominator representation that does not capitalize on the special semantics of the type
of text being manipulated. We are developing an alternative approach that explicitly employs
knowledge of the application domain, programming constructs, and the mappings between them.
Thus, instead of issuing a command to search for a character string, the developer can ask to
see the “message encryption functions”. And, instead of issuing commands to replace certain
character strings with others, the developer can issue commands to “add message acknowledgment”
or “substitute a connectionless socket for the connection-oriented socket”. These two approaches
are contrasted in Figure 2. In addition to differences in the level and power of the commands
the developer uses, there are differences in the guarantees that can be made about the adapted
component; a component adapted via editing may not even compile, while a component that is
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adapted in the alternate way should meet even higher standards than compilability. Our technical
approach to achieving this model is described below.

3 The Role of Domain Knowledge

The kind of support for understanding and adaptation that we envision depends on domain knowl-
edge 1 - concepts like message acknowledgement, connectionless sockets, and message encryption
for a message processing domain. There is empirical evidence that developers learn, remember, and
employ chunks of domain knowledge both in constructing new programs and in understanding exist-
ing ones [Solo 84]. There is further evidence that expert developers work with chunks that embody
domain-specific knowledge, and that it is this knowledge of mappings between domain concepts and
programming concepts that is essential to their expert performance [Broo 87, Curt 87].

The key idea is the explicit representation of this domain knowledge as the deeper structure or
pattern map behind a program. This pattern map shows in detail how individual parts, whether
disparate statements, contiguous statements, procedures and the like, are interrelated. One way
to view a pattern map is as a set of instances of pre-defined patterns of programming/domain
knowledge that have been composed according to certain rules about data flow, control flow, and
other constraints. A number of recent research projects have attempted to account for the structure
of software in just this way, and we intend to build upon this work. These projects include the
Programmer’s Apprentice [Rich 88], PROUST [John 85], and PAT [Hara 90].

To give an example, there is a pattern that describes one way to reassemble messages from
individual packets when packets are expected to arrive out of order. This pattern shows how two
abstract data types, one for a translation table and one for random access memory (RAM), are
used with specific information from the message itself. At the center of this pattern is the strategy
for handling temporary storage of incomplete messages. The message id is used in a call to the
translation table “lookup” operation, giving a starting address for temporary storage of the message
until all its packets are received. The message sequence number is multiplied by the packet size to
give an offset , which is added to the starting address. This new address, along with the content of
the current packet, is used in a call to the “store” operation of the RAM data type This pattern,
which shows how certain data flows from the message to calls on operations of the two abstract
data types, makes a mapping between two computer science concepts (translation table and RAM)
and concepts from the message processing domain.

4 Implementation Approach

Our approach to supporting understanding and adaptation is predicated upon a library of predefined
patterns, which can be stored in the reuse library along with the reusable software components.
Domain analysis techniques can be used to acquire the knowledge embedded in the patterns. Given

1In fact, the use of domain knowledge distinguishes what we mean by understanding from reverse engineering, and
what we mean by adaptation from reengineering. As currently conceived, both reverse engineering and reengineering
tools incorporate the type of knowledge about components that is found in the typical compiler, such as knowledge
about name scopes and connections between declarations and uses. A reverse engineering tool that is an exception
to this is DESIRE [Bigg 89].
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this representation of domain knowledge, understanding can be implemented as the recognition of
these patterns, while adaptation can be implemented as the substitution of alternative patterns
for certain existing ones. For example, in the message assembly pattern described above, it might
happen that, due to new capacity considerations, the space to store incomplete messages should not
be assumed to be memory resident. In response, the very simple substitution of a paged memory
abstract data type for the RAM can be made.

The architecture for a system to support understanding and adaptation thus has four key com-
ponents: a representation for patterns capturing domain knowledge, an understanding algorithm
for recognizing these patterns in software components, an adaptation algorithm for substituting one
pattern for another, and a domain analysis component. This is shown in Figure 3.

This work is motivated by two techniques from AI: planning and case-based reasoning. Planning
is concerned with the representation of a rationale for actions in a data structure called a plan.
There are similarities between the patterns describing the deep structure of a program and the
plan describing the rationale for actions. Case-based reasoning is a framework for using existing
solutions to past problems as a way to solve new problems that happen to be similar. There is a
direct correspondence with the library-based reuse processQone merely substitutes “case memory”
for “library” and “solution” for “software component”. Our work on adaptation addresses the
problem of modifying existing cases to fit new problems. Modifying the “plan” of an old case serves
as the theory for modifying the case itself.

The research described here, which is in an early stage, is directed at processes that are central
to all reuse scenarios. It extends the focus of reuse beyond issues of library organization and
retrieval. The difficulties of software reuse in the current software development paradigm raise
fundamental questions about the nature of software parts and their interconnections. We hope to
gain some insight on these questions from developing support for the processes of understanding
and adaptation.
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